Introduction
The beginning of the twenty first century have brought considerable advances in the field of computer-based medical systems. It resulted from noticeable improvements in medical care, from ease of storage and access of digital imaging through gathering of computerized medical data to accessing on-line literature, patient monitoring, therapy planning and computer support for medical diagnosis. Similarly to other domains, decision-support systems have proven to be valuable tools that help practitioners in facing challenging medical problems, such as diagnosis and therapy. Given that stakes happen to be extremely high, support of decision-making plays a particularly important role in the field of medicine. As an example, in the domain of hepatology, inexperienced clinicians have been found to make a correct diagnosis in jaundiced patients in less than 45% of cases [1, 2] . Incorrect diagnosis leads to suboptimal treatment that means waste of resources, time and sometimes of human life. Automating those processes that can be captured by focus on important signs and symptoms, eliminates human error and leads to overall improvements in the quality of medical care.
Liver disorders as particularly recommended area for computer-aided diagnostics
The domain of liver diseases is especially suited to application of computer-based methods and there are several reasons for high expectations from computer-aided diagnosis. Firstly, the number of cases of liver disorders is on the rise. In Poland, the number of new acute and chronic hepatitis cases is roughly half a million per year. Secondly, correct diagnosis, especially in early stages of disease, is difficult. There is variety of diseases that manifests with similar symptoms. Finally, early diagnosis is critical, as in some cases damage to the liver caused by an untreated disorder may by irreversible. Typically, a patient suffering from symptoms suggesting of abdominal disorders seeks help of a family doctor. Primary care physicians face the daunting task of determining the source of discomfort based on patient-reported data and physical examination, possibly enhanced with the results of basic medical tests. Correct diagnosis under these circumstances is difficult and accuracy can be low. Based on our observations, we estimate that at this stage only 40-60% of the cases are diagnosed correctly. This rather low diagnostic performance is caused by several etiophysiological and organizational factors. These include the nature of the liver, e.g. its high productive reserves that often make the abnormalities noticeable only when the disease reaches an advanced stage. Growth of liver diseases is often slow and unspecific and the symptoms may by hardly noticeable. Liver disorders are influenced by environmental factors, such as alcohol intake, medications and dietary habits. There is still insufficient knowledge of immunological factors that cause certain pathologies of liver. Undiagnosed or misdiagnosed viral hepatitis often leads to irreversible defects of the liver that may have bearing on the manifestation of the possible later disorders. Reliable diagnosis of a liver disorder can be often established only based on the results of liver biopsy. However, biopsy is an examination that is performed only in specialized clinics and may not be available to primary care physician (1).
The HEPAR computer-aided diagnosis system
The HEPAR system was designed and built in collaboration between the Institute of Biocybernetics and Biomedical Engineering of the Polish Academy of Sciences and Medical C e n t e r o f P o s t g r a d u a t e E d u c a t i o n i n Warsaw. The system, operating in the Gastroeterological Clinic of the Institute of Food and Feeding in Warsaw, allows for systematic collection and processing of clinical data of hepatological patients diagnosed and treated in the clinic. The system is equipped with a diagnostic module built around several statistical methods that have been found useful in diagnosis. An integral part of the HEPAR is database, created in 1990 and thoroughly maintained since then. The current database contains roughly 860 patients records -with the ultimate diagnosis verified by means of biopsy, laparoscopy and often longitudinal follow-up. Each hepatological case is described by over 150 different medical findings, such as patient self-reported data, results of physical examination, laboratory tests and finally a histopatologically verified diagnosis. The system includes the module supporting the physicians in making a diagnosis. Computer-based systems accompanying a medical diagnosis can be based on variety of principles. Generally, diagnosis supporting rules used in such systems may reflect knowledge provided by medical doctors (experts), textbooks and regularities extracted from clinical databases. In accordance with this, we distinguish two kinds of systems: knowledge based systems and database systems (3) . HEPAR could be treated as a database system because decision rules used there relay mainly on information extracted from the hepatological database. The patients from this database have been classified by clinicians into several adequate liver diseases. The support of diagnosis in HEPAR system is based on a comparison of a new patient case with similar cases from its database. Graphical representation of the data on a plane in a form of diagnostic maps is particularly important in the HEPAR. The diagnostic maps represent the data on a plane in such a way that differences between selected diseases are enhanced. The diagnostic maps used in the system result form linear transformations of multivariate data sets into two dimensions. These transformations are obtained through minimization of the perceptron criterion functions, that have links to early research on neural networks [3] .
Medical doctors willingly accept data mapping because it gives them an opportunity for a better understanding of a diagnostic problem. The nearest neighbors techniques originated as one the pattern recognition methods. They have many practical applications related to a classification problem. Generally, the nearest neighbors classification or diagnostic rules are based on a comparison of a new object with the most similar objects that have been previously classified. The cases similar to presently diagnosing patients are found in the system either directly in the database or through their representation on diagnostic map. This paper -presenting a new strategy of constructing action rules (called ARAS) and its application to the HEPAR database -is implying that such an approach might improve medical reasoning associated with the computer-aided diagnosis of patients with liver diseases.
Material and methods
Finding useful rules is an important task of a knowledge discovery process. Most researchers focus on techniques for generating patterns from a data set such as classification rules, association rules...etc. They assume that it is user's responsibility to analyze these patterns in order to infer solutions for specific problems within a given domain. The classical knowledge discovery algorithms have the potential to identify enormous number of significant patterns from data. Therefore, people are overwhelmed by a large number of uninteresting patterns and it is very difficult for a human being to analyze them in order to form timely solutions. Therefore, a significant need exists for a new generation of techniques and tools with the ability to assist users in analyzing a large number of rules for a useful knowledge [4] . Action rules can be seen as logical terms describing knowledge about possible actions associated with objects which is hidden in a database. Classical strategy for discovering action rules requires prior extraction of classification rules which next are evaluated pair by pair with a goal to build a strategy of action based on condition features in order to get a desired effect on a decision feature. An actionable strategy is represented as a term r = [ω ∧ ( α → β)] → (φ → ψ)], where ω, α, β, φ, and ψ are descriptions of objects, in our case seen as patients. The term r states that when a fixed condition ω is satisfied and the changeable behavior (α → β) occurs in patients registered in a database so does the expectation (φ → ψ). This paper proposes a new strategy of agglomerative type, called ARAS, for constructing action rules directly from single classification rules. The ARAS strategy has been implemented as one of the modules in HEPAR Clinical Decision Support System which consists of a clinical database and a set of tests and procedures, facilitating decision-making process for patients with liver disorders.
Constructing action rules
Action rules, introduced in [5] and investigated further in [6] , [7] , [8] are constructed from certain pairs of classification rules. Interventions, defined in [8] , are conceptually very similar to action rules [10] , [11] . The previous process of constructing action rules from pairs of classification rules is not only unnecessarily expensive but also gives too much freedom in constructing their classification parts. In [8] it was shown that action rules do not have to be built from pairs of classification rules and that single classification rules are sufficient to achieve the same goal. However, this paper only proposed a theoretical lattice-theory type framework without giving any detailed algorithm for action rules construction. In this paper we propose a very simple LERS-type algorithm for constructing action rules from a single classification rule. LERS is a classical example of a bottom-up strategy which constructs rules with a conditional part of the length k+1 after all rules with a conditional part of the length k have been constructed. Relations representing rules produced by LERS are marked. System ARAS assumes that LERS is used to extract classification rules. This way system ARAS instead of verifying the validity of certain relations only has to check if these relations are marked by LERS. The same, if we use LERS as a pre-processing module for ARAS, then the overall complexity of the algorithm is decreased [12] , [13] . System ARAS differs from the tree-based strategies for action rules discovery (for instance from DEAR [6] ) because clusters generated by its second module are formed around target classification rules. An action rule can be constructed in ARAS from two classification rules only if both of them belong to the same cluster and one of them is a target classification rule. So, the complexity of the second module of ARAS is 0(k · n), where n is the number of classification rules extracted by LERS and k is the number of clusters. The time complexity of the second module of DEAR is equal to 0(n · n), where n is the same as in ARAS. The first module of ARAS is the same as the first module of DEAR, so their complexities are the same. The diagnosis of liver disease depends on a combination of patient's history, physical examinations, laboratory tests, radiological tests, and frequently a liver biopsy. Blood tests play an important role in the diagnosis of liver diseases. However, their results should be analyzed along with the patient's history and physical examination. The most common radiological examinations used in the assessment of liver diseases are ultrasound and sonography. Ultrasound is a good test for the detection of liver masses, assessment of bile ducts, and detection of gallstones presence. However, it does not detect the degree of inflammation or fibrosis of the liver. Ultrasound is a noninvasive procedure and there are no risks associated with it. Liver biopsy enables the doctor to examine how much inflammation and how much scarring has occurred. Liver biopsy is an example of invasive procedure that carries certain risks to the patient. Therefore, despite of the importance of its results to the diagnosis, clinicians try to avoid biopsy as often as possible. However, liver biopsy is often the only way to establish correct diagnosis in patients with chronic liver disorders [14] . A medical treatment is naturally associated with reclassification of patients from one decision class into another one. In our research we are mainly interested in the reclassification of patients from the class IIb into class I and from the class IIIa into class I but without referring to any invasive tests results in action rules. Database HEPAR has many missing values so we decided to remove all its attributes with more than 90% of null values under the assumption that these attributes are not related to invasive tests. Also, subjective attributes (like history of alcohol abuse) and basic medical tests have been removed. Finally, we used classical null value imputation techniques to make the resulting database complete [15] . The next step of our strategy is to apply RSES software to find d-reducts [16] . The set R = {m, n, q, u, y, aa, ah, ai, am, an, aw, bb, bg, bm, by, cj, cm} is one of them and it does not contain invasive tests. The description of its values is given below: [(ah = 1) ∧ (ai = 2) ∧ (am = 2) ∧ (bg = 1)] ∧ [(cm = 1) ∧ (aw = 1) ∧ (u; → 1) ∧ (bb = 1) ∧ (aa = 1) ∧ (q; → 1) ∧ (m; → 1) ∧ (n = 1) ∧ (bm; → down) ∧ (y = 1) ∧ (by; norm → down)] ⇒ (dd; IIIa → I) Both presented above action rules are applicable to patients, who previously underwent surgery, but did not have viral hepatitis. By excluding certain symptoms, such as obstruction, bleeding etc., physicians might be able to re-classify the patient from class III A (advanced stadium of hepatopathy) to class I (initial phase of the disease). Under some circumstances, it might be considered as a substantial gain in problem-solving reasoning in the diagnostic/patients management process in liver diseases [17] .
Application of action rules to HEPAR database

Perspectives for the future
In this chapter a new strategy of constructing action rules has been presented; it may help a medical doctor to state the final diagnosis easier using advice from the clinical decision support system. We tested this new strategy, called ARAS, on the medical database HEPAR and the results confirmed its clinical usefulness. What would be the next step in this promising strategy? Generally speaking, action rules can be seen as logical expressions describing knowledge about actions associated with objects of interest. They are hidden in a database and a researcher's role is to discover them and use them to enhance a decision support system. Based on construction methods, action rules discovery can be divided into two types: rulebased and object-based approach. In rule-based approach, actionable patterns [6] , [7] , [20] , [21] are built on the foundations of pre-existing rules. It consists of two main steps: (1) in the first step, a standard learning method is used to detect interesting patterns in the form of classification rules, association rules, or clusters and (2) the second step is to use an automatic or semi-automatic strategy to inspect such results and derive possible action strategies. These strategies provide an insight of how values of some attributes need to be changed -so the desirable objects can be shifted to a desirable group. However, the standard data mining methods such as LERS [12] or ERID [10] (which is used for incomplete data sets) extract only the shortest or close to the shortest rules. Therefore, by following this approach, some meaningful action patterns can be easily missed. In the object-based approach, action rules are discovered directly from a database [8] , [18] , [19] and the same their number is usually much larger than the number of rules discovered by following a rule-based approach. System ARAS is an exception -it follows rule-based approach, but because it does not require to construct pairs of rules in its discovery process, the number of action rules it discovers is comparable to numbers obtained when we follow object-based approaches. Meta-actions [22] are defined as actions which trigger changes of flexible attributes either directly or indirectly because of correlations among certain attributes in the system. Links between meta-actions and changes they trigger within the values of flexible attributes can be defined by a mapping linking meta-actions with changes of attribute values used to describe objects in the decision system. In medical domain, taking a drug is a classical example of a meta-action. For instance, Lamivudine is used for treatment of chronic hepatitis B. It improves the seroconversion of e-antigen positive hepatitis B and also improves histology staging of the liver, but at the same time it can cause a number of other symptoms. This is why doctors have to order certain lab tests to check patient's response to that drug. We are planning to add the meta-actions module to HEPAR decision support system in the near future.
